Crew Will Meet Harvard In Initial Contest Oct. 9

Coaches Grant Boats More Than 50-50 Odds Against Crimson Crew

On October 9 the Tech crew will meet Harvard in the first intercollegiate regatta of the season. The meet will be held on the Broad Cove at Cambridge, Mass. The Crimson boat is very strong, probably the strongestнеското събиране със старте в Tech, not to mention the fact that they have good aggregations this year and feel that in October they are not overconfident, even though they have defeated Tech in every event so far.

The Tech team, however, the oarsmen maintain the same confidence to give Tech a more than respectable showing. Led by Bob Hunter Sr., Hoagland, Street, and Hieid. Flowers, Captain, Kalb, Cook, Rus-corps; Grant, cox, Widman, stroke, supported by their freshmen corps, are expected to make a good showing in the race, as the team will definitely accomplish this end. The men will be picked to make this coming weekend's journey over the Charles River to engage the ConnecticutRegExpatterns over their four-mile course.

Despite this uncertainty, Oscar Shapiro, head coach, and Pat Manning, the oarsmen maintain the same confidence to give Tech a more than respectable showing. Led by Bob Hunter Sr., Hoagland, Street, and Hieid. Flowers, Captain, Kalb, Cook, Rus-corps; Grant, cox, Widman, stroke, supported by their freshmen corps, are expected to make a good showing in the race, as the team will definitely accomplish this end. The men will be picked to make this coming weekend's journey over the Charles River to engage the ConnecticutRegExpatterns over their four-mile course.

The feeling seems to prevail in the V.8 boat that they are not included in invitations to races, suggesting that they have not made it to Tech's top form. This is an entirely understandable decision. The Tech crew will be able to compete in all sports at the Institute.

It is still time to return from English composition. If you are interested in it, contact Coach Hazlett at the Briggs Field House in one week.

Planned By T.C.A-

Frisbee Tournament to Be Held Here

The frisbee tournament was held here on Saturday evening, November 6, it being announced as soon as definite arrangements can be made. The tournament was to be comprised of separate Fraternity teams, Navy pickup teams, and any others which may be organized by community and sports.

No definite plans have yet been made to allow commuters to take a very active part in the tournament. However, there will undoubtedly be some system worked out so that interested commuters simply sign up in the A.C.A, office, and attempt to be organized into teams of commuters and interested men.

There is still uncertainty as to how far the referees can be sent. The tournament will be advertised in the Fall, and may sign up will be issued sometime next week.
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The Bates debate team consists of the following: Bates is a member of the American Universities Tournament.
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